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1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this project is to evolve a practical analytical and

empirical approach to the temperature compensation of quartz crystal

oscillators. The study will encompass numerous methods of compensation,

of which the most promising will be investigated fully and complete design

procedure obtained. The study will be concentrated on a nominal frequency

of three megacycle, but will be generally applicable to AT cut quartz

crystals of from 1 to 20 megacycles.
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2.1 Abstract

The mathematical analysis of five different methods of temperature

compensating crystal oscillators is presented. The five methods presented

are referred to as Methods A, B, B1, D and E. Method A utilizes a

back-biased diode and thermistors as the compensation elements. Methods B

and B' utilize the junction capacitance of the transistor and thermistors

in the transistor bias network for compensation. Method D uses the injector

to collector junction capacitance of a binistor and a thermistor control

network as the compensation elements. System E uses a forward biased

diode, capacitor and thermistor control network as the compensation elements.

The results of experimental tests on the compensation circuits and/or

compensated oscillator is presented. A compensation on one three-megacycle

oscillator was within + .7 parts in 107, from OC to +600C.
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3.1 Conferences

Mr. Shodowski and Mr. Layden on August 20, 1962, at The Bendix Corporation,

Pioneer-Central Division

This conference covered the general organization of the project, the time

schedule and the emphasis of study. The proposed time schedule was reviewed and

approved. Elimination of proposed methods of compensation that do not appear

feasible is to be done before the end of the 2nd Quarter. It was agreed that

the investigation not be limited to the specific methods initially proposed,

but that other methods also be investigated. The list below gives a summary

of some of the methods and components discussed and accepted as satisfactory

for investigation purposes.

Class A: Discrete Systems

1. Back-Biased Diode Capacitor

2. Variable Inductance

3. Temperature Sensitive Capacitor

4. Barium Titanate Dielectric Material

5. Electronically Variable Capacitance

6. Switching Methods

Class B: Integrated Systems 4
1. Transistor Method

2. Binistor Method

It was decided to discontinue the voltage regulator study that had been

started until the scope of work warranted its continuance.

The final result of this project was defined as follows: The final

report shall contain sufficient information to permit an engineer to compensate

a quartz crystal oscillator to an accuracy within the scope of this investigation.

3.1
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4.1 Varicap Compensation - Mathematical Analysis

In any frequency compensation method, a means is needed whereby a change in

frequency of the crystal is produced that is equal and opposite in sense to the

change caused by temperature. In the varicap method and other methods of compensation

considered in this report, the means for producing a compensating frequency change is

accomplished by changing the load reactance at the crystal terminals. Figure 1 shows

the effect on frequency of changing the load capacitance of a crystal as a function

of the crystal C0/C1 ratio.

A general form of frequency compensation can be illustrated as in Figure 2. The

compensated oscillator is composed of an active element with associated circuitry,

k crystal, a variable reactance and a control network. Figure 3 shows the equivalent

schematic diagram of Figure 2 for a varicap compensated oscillator, where the transistor,

resistors, capacitors, and inductors constitute the active element and associated

circuitry. The crystal is connected to the active circuit, a varicap is the variable

reactance, and the control network, Zl, Z2. and E, are composed of thermistors,

resistors, and a voltage source.

Figure 4 is a simplified a-c equivalent circuit for the oscillator shown in

Figure 3 and is the basis for the following analysis. It is assumed that the

oscillator circuit at Terminals 1 and 2 in Figure 2 can be represented by a parallel

capacitance, Cc, and negative resistance, -Roe Also the assumption is made that Rsis

negligible.

Equation (1) defines the change in frequency of a crystal due to a change in the

capacitance presented at its terminals as shown in Figure 5o Cob M, and r = CO/ C1

are constants of the crystal, and Cx is the crystal load capacitance.

(1) Af C x 106
P -M + 02r (C 0 + Cx)

In this analysis, the Q's are considered high enough that losses can be ignored,

Cx is equivalent to CcCd/Cc + Cd, and Equation (2) defines P as a function of Cc and

Cd where P is equal to A f/f in PPM, M can be found by setting P 0 0 and

4o1



solving the result ing *,quation for M,

( M CoCcx 106 CoCd x 106 (2 +2r '('C C + CoCd  2rcC d)

c 0 d + Cc(CC + CoCd +CcCd) i
Now if P is differentiated with respect to Cd, then (d P) as a function of

(d Cd ) will be obtained,

dP Co c x 10
6

(3) + 2
d~d2r (C0CC + CCd + Cc d)

In a temperature compensated osci!llator, Cd will be a varicap network and contJl

network as shown in Figure 5S E, Z, and Z2 provide the proper temperature sensitive1

voltage to the varicap for compensation. The equation for Cd is given approximately

by Equation (4). I
(4) Cd - K-- II

Where K is a constant determined by the diode characteristics and V0 is the

control voltage provided by the voltage divider shown in Figure 6.

When Equation (4) is differentiated with respect to Vo, Equations (5) and (6)

are obtained.

(5) dC 1 KV0 -3/2 I

iA -1 -3/2 (v
(6) dCd j KV 0  (dVo)

2

If Equation (6) is used to replace d Cd in Equation (3), then the derivative of

P with respect to Vo is found as shown by Equation (7). [4

(7) dP KVo -3 /2 CoC2 x 10 6

0 4r (CoCc + CoCd + CcCd)

(8) dVo 4r (CoCc + CoCd + CcCd)2  Vo 3/2 (dP)
KCoCc x 106

4 2



Therefore, from Equation (8), if the circuit parameters are known then the

allowable voltage change for a given change in P at a specified voltage or Cd

can be found. In a given compensated oscillator the percentage change in Vo can

be determined to maintain a given AP. At this point, the allowable voltage change

at any given V, can be found. To further carry out the investigation, the error

allowable in the voltage divider to maintain the same frequency accuracy will be

found.

Figure 2 shows the complete circuit for the varicap and its voltage control.

From this circuit, Equation (9) can be found.

(Z2 )

(9) V z z2

Differentiating V. in Equation (9) with respect to Z1 and Z2 results in Equations

(10 and (11).

(10) dVo  -Z2 E

dVo

At this point a new equation defining the voltage divider will be introduced by

Equation (12).

(12) E z

V0 Z2

By rearranging Equation (9), the equation for the ratio of Z1/Z2 is obtained

and this ratio will be referred to as . This relationship for is sometimes easier

to work with than the for Voo

The derivative of + with respect to Vo is given in Equation (13).

(13) d _ E

4,3
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Equation (i4) shows the change in V for a specified Vo and change in *. [
Now relating Equations (10), (11). and (14) back to Equation (8) the following

relationships are obtained, I
(ZZ2)2 (40r) (Coc CoCd+Cc d)2  3

(15) dZ1 =-. ...... . ... .. . (dP) Vo
Z2E K(CoCc2 x 106)

(Z1+Z22 (4r) (CoCc+CoCd+CcCd) d(16) dZ2  = ... (d) vo3/2

Z E KCC 2 x 106
1 I

(17) d ( : I---E) (4r) (CoCc+CoCd+CcCd) ( 3/2
Anot h (dP) 0\Vo02 KCoCc 2 x 106

Another relationship that will be important when considering the stability of

a given compensated oscillator is the change in P with a change in Cc. From

Equation (2):

(18) dP - (CoCc+CoCd+CdCc) C x 106 CoCc x 10 (Co +Cd)

dC 2r (CoCc+CoCd CcCd)
2

CoCc x 106 (Co+Cd )

2r (CoCc+CoCd CcCd)2

dP Co0Cc2 x 10 
6

Therefore, ,.. - I

4C c  2r(C Cc CoCdCcCd)
2

Rearranging Equation (18). the equation defining the change in C for a given

change in P is obtained.

(19) -2r (CoCc+CoCd+CcCd)2

CoCd 2 x 106 (,

Values will be amumed for the circuit shown in Figure 6 and by using the

equation derived previously, the defining relationships for the oscillator will be

determined.
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Let r = Co/C 1 = 300

CC = .00 pf K = 200 x 10-1 2 f -V 1/2

E = 15 V Cd=K/Vo 1/2
Co t 5 pf
dP :001 PPM

Let V0  Cd

1 200 pf 14

2 141,4 pf 6.5

4. 100 pf 2.75

9 66.7 pf .667

12 5707 pf .25

Assuming that a maximum change in frequency of 1 part in 108 is desired from

any given parameter change, then the allowable changes in the parameter can be

computed. The following table is the values obtained for this hypothetical

oscillator.
MUDM VARTI ON c u RCUIT PAR&MTsRR POR A MAXIMi FREUKENCY crAN(A oF OnI PPM

0o d Cd/d Vo-(10"2 d Cc-(10") d* d Vo-(mv) -d Z1

1 -100 -1,385 .00831 .555 (Z1+Z2)2 3.70 x 10
5

Z2 i

- 35.4 -1,416 .00298 .795 (Z Z2 )2 5.3 x 10=5

Z2

4 - 12.5 -1,45 0011 1,162 (ZI+Z 2 ) 7.73 x 10= 5

Z2

9 - 3.71 -151 .00034 1,825 (ZI+Z 2)
2 ,-21 x 10- 4

Z2

12 - 239 -1.56 .00023 2.22 (ZI+Z2)2 1.48 x 10- 4

-12

Column 1 is not related to (d), but is the derivaitive of Cd with respect

to V0 o Column 2 through 4 are the delta changes of the corresponding parameters with

respect to dP, where (dP) = 41 PPM, as a function of V 0

405
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4o2 Var.cap Compensations Dm n, • ta

The varicaD rmnetod of compensation has also been investigated empirically, I
A number of oscillators using this method of compensation have been constructed and

their characteristics investigated, Figure 3 is the basic oscillator configuration 1

used in the construction of the test oscillators. Figure 6 is the basic compensati 1

network used.

Tests were run on a number of oscillators to determine the exact characteristicj

exhibited by the oscillator due to changes in the circuit parameters. The first test

that was made was to determine the change in frequency due to a change in supply

voltage. There are two possible results from the experiment depending upon the

manner in which the bias voltage, E, is obtained. If (B ) in Figure 3 is also

(E), then a change in frequency due to a change in voltage will be due to two effecio

One effect will be the change in capacitance of the compensation network due to

a change in voltage on the varicap and the other will be the change in frequency

due to changing only the B+ voltage on the oscillatoro

The voltage, V., will not be equal to E, but will be directly proportional 1
to Eo The relationship is VO  (Z2/Z1  Z2)E. Therefore, the effect of an J

incremental change of E on the frequency will depend upon the factor Z2/(ZIeZ 2)o

Where Z1 and Z2 are temperature varying, the effect of Z1 and Z2 will have to be

taken into account when determining the maximum allowable voltage deviation.

A curve of Af/f versus B+ is shown in Figure 8, for the connection where separate

power supplies are used for E and B+. If B+ was also E, the curve obtained would

be the sum of the two variations discussed. The exact magnitude of resultant

variations in this case would depend upon the values of B+, Z1 and Z2.

From the curve in Figure 8, the slope (A f/f)/AV can be determined, At any

given bias point, say V1 in Figure 8, the maximum voltage deviation can be found

for a given deviation in frequency. At V1 in Figure 8 the value (af/f)/6V is

equal to (N) where in this case N = .23 PPM/volt. If the assumption is made that

4,10



0.01 PPM is the maximum frequency deviation that can be tolerated due to voltage change,

then the allowable voltage deviation iet

0.0lPPN/Af/f/Av - 0.01 PPM/N a 0.0435 volts

-- The values of N can be reduced by selecting components. (transistors, capacitors,

etc.) that are affected less by voltage and by selecting a different bias point (Vl).

The next experiment that was performed on these oscillators was to determine the

pullability of-the compensating varicap, e i. P/V 0 . Figure 9 is a set of curves of

P versus V. for different types of varicaps. If a certain voltage range for Vo is

desired$ the curves in Figure 9 indicate the total allowable frequency deviation that

can be compensated for by using a particular varicap.

In Figure 10, the effect of changing the, voltage variation of the compensation

capacitance seen by the crystal and oscillator circuit is shown. These curves were

obtaLned by putting capacitance in parallel with the varicap and increasing the series

Liductance until the frequency was f. . when Vo equals five volts. The change is the

characteristics of the Af/f/V slope is indicated in Figure 10.

The effect of changing transistors in the oscillator was not detectable and is

assumed to be negligib;le. If a coil is used in series with the crystal for means of

frequency settLng, compensation characteristics may be altered over temperature of the

coil due to the temperature sensitivity. Extensive tests have not boon performed as

yet to determine the temperature effect of the coils. Two varicaps were tried in the

same circuit to determine how much the P versus Vo curve would change from one unit

to mother of the same type, Negligible difference was found, but a more extensive

analysis of the effect of component tolerances of compensation characteristics is now

in progresse.

A set of curves of Vo velsus temperature required to compensate wstals with the

temperature coefficient shown in Figure 11 was determined from a typical curve as shown

in Figure 9* This was done to get an idea of what the typical V0 versus temperature

characteristics of a compensated network would have to be to compensate crystals with

14,*11



various angles of cuts, Figure , the resulting Vo versus temperature curves.

To generate these V, versus temperature curves, the corresponding compensation I
networks required for obtaining the different curves are also shown. The difference

in the basic network for different a.ngles of cut is due to the fact that the upper I
and lower turning points change as the angle of cut changes; and in turn, this changes

the slope of the compensation curve at various temperatures.

An oscillator was compensated using the varicap method. Two tries were all that

were required to bring the oscillator total deviation to 7 PPM, The final curve of the

compensated oscillator is shown in Figure 13, Thirty PPM was the Af/f between I
turning points of the uncompensated oscillator, From the experience obtained of this

compensated oscillator, it appears that compensation techniques can be developed -'

to readily compensate an oscillator with the required frequency tolerances.
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4,3 Transistor Compensation Method: Mathematical Analysis

The transistor method of compensation is based upon the junction capacitance of

the oscillator transistor and its control. Figure 14a is the basic oscillator circuit

used in investigating this method of compensation where R and R are variable resistances

Figure l'b is the a-c equivalent circuit for Figure 14a. Ccb is the internal base to

collector Junction capacitance of the transistor. The junction capacitance is determined

by the voltage from collector to base.

A mathematical analysis of the transistor compensation method has been made.

Figure 15a is a schematic of the d-c portion of a transistor compensated oscillator and

in Figure 15b the transistor is replaced with its simplified equivalent circuit where

the base and emitter resistance is considered to be negligible.

The analysis of this circuit was made using Vcb as the parameter desired to be

investigated. Using Vcb as the control parameter is mathematically simpler than using

Cob as the controlled parameter and just as effective because Ccb is proportional

to Vcb as shown in Equation (1).

(1) Ccb = K. K

cb b

All equations obtained in the following derivations can be related to Ccb by

using Equations (1) and (11)

(2) I c BIb + (B + 1) Ice

(3) Ic 0 1e - Ib

(4) Il 2 12 + Ib

(5) E x RIII + R212

(6) IoRe a 12R2

4,19



rom tes equations, Equation (8) can be rewritten in terms of kneownI

(+ -t BRC

+ Ic IR ~ _ Re - 2e (BRJ+B2RC)

-lq- ~~B4Rt/Ro +t)f
Neglecting Ic,, EFzation (9) reduces to Equation (10)

(10) V~b E R l%1,BR 2) (B/R2 +1NR - BR0/R.Ri)I

By taking the derivative of Vcb, with respect to the circuit pai'inetm

to be considered, Equations (11) through (317) we obtained.

(11) dC V-r3 /2I

(12) jV=b R1R B/ R 2 1/h. - ific/ReRi)I

(13) ER2B(B +R 2 +B~c/Rte + R2Rc/R2)

(R1(B +ROO + BR2 )
2

(14i) dVcb __ 13(R 1 + RiRc/Res)

dR2  (BR1 + R2(B * Rj./Re))2

dvEBRiR2 [(R1/(.R3a R2 ) - 1 + CB(Rl4+R2)Re)/(R1R2(l + RI/R2)jI

(is) e (ft1 4 R2 )(BMe +' R1R/R+R 2)
2

4j.20



dVcb EB R2

dRc  R (R2 + B Re) + R2ReB

deb R(17) E RIR 2  R1  R

dR R (R + R )( RT) R1 + R R (1.+c a 1 2 BR+2 e (i2

Thus, by knowing a given change in circuit parameters, the resulting change in

Vcb can be found and correlated to the resulting change in Ccb through Equation (11).

As can be seen from the equations just derived, beta is a predominant factor. If beta

can be made so large that Ib< <II ) then the previous equations can be rewritten

using this assumption. The following equation was derived from Equation (10) assuming

beta to be very large. ,

RiR cR 2  R aR, - R CR 2

E cb E E
(18) cb R (R R2 )

Thus Vcb is determined by 1 or 12 and Ic or Ie or by R1 s R2 Rc or Re . As was

indicated in the previous analysis, this independence of P or Vcb on the beta of a

compensated oscillator transistor would allow all compensation curves to be run at

room temperature because the temperature effect of beta would be eliminated. In the

case where beta is very large, the the Equations (12) through (17) reduce to the

following set of equations:

dVcb M (IR e - R cRd )

(19) -- (
dE RjR e + R2Re + RIR 2

(20) dVcb • R) (Re + Rc)
E2

dRl R (R1 + R)

(21) dVcb * [ (RIRe + RIRc)

dR2  ReI I + R2) 2

4.21



dR aRe0Z (R1 + Rd)'

dVcb a E R2  I
(23) X -

dR€  Re (R1+ R2)

dVcb I
(24) _.c0

dBI

It is apparent from the above equations that if beta is large enough to be ignor 1 ,

then its temperature variations can also be ignored. This greatly reduces the complexity

of the equations governing the transistor compensation method. I

Therefore, the change in Cob with a change in any circuit resistance, particularly

R1  and R29 can be determined very readily. This in turn can be related to a change il

frequency for a change in R 1 and R2 by obtaining the equivalent circuit of the I
transistor compensated oscillator and solving for P as a function of Ccb of R 1 and R2

In actuality~beta large enough to have no effect on the transistor compensation I
equation will never be achieved, but beta may be large enough that Equation (18)

will be very close approximation for Vcb' At the present time, an investigation is

method of increasing the effective beta of the transistor
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I. 4 Transistor C.:,pensation Method: Empirical Datar Thre basic circuit used in investigating the transistor compensation method

was shown in Figure 14a. The configuration of the oscillator is fixed in this study

to oscillators such as those shown in Figure 16. In any oscillator using the transistor

method, the junction capacity Ccb must be in such a position that it can control

the frequency of the oscillator. This requires that the junction capacity in circuit (a)

in Figure 16 appear across the inductance and crystal, in circuit (b) from base to

ground or in circuit (c) from collector to ground. Configuration (b) requires that the

Ic ollector be grounded0  The configuration in (c) requires that the base be grounded.

All three configurations have been tried. There is no advantage in grounding the

fcollector as in configuration (b), unless it is desired to have one side of the

v crystal grounded. The reason for grounding the base is to eliminate any effects

that varying R1 and R2 might have on the frequency of the oscillator.

I The relationship between R1 and R2 and P has been investigated. This relationship

is basically the same for all transistors, The value of junction capacitance and the

I. change in capacitance with junction voltage of a given transistor determines the

magnitude of the effect of R and R on frequency. At three megacycles the reactance

change required to obtain adequate pullability requires a junction capacitance of

11 approximately 20 to 30 uf, This requirement immediately rules out a large number of

high frequency transistors because of their low junction capacity. During the

experiments performed the 2N697 transistor was used almost exclusively because it

meets the requirements of good frequency characteristics and large junction capacity

L Other transistors were used and a comparison to the 2N697 of a 2N1507 is given in

Figure 17. A very high gain, large capacitance transistor is now on order that should

have a much higher beta than the 2N697,

There is a difference in the slope of the Af/f versus R curves for various

transistors. The transistors used in the experiments were not selected for uniformity,

-If they had been selected according to junction capacity, more uniform characteristics

- would have been obtained, The curves of R and R2 versus P indicate that the change
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I
in resistance of RI will slightly affect the pullability of R2 and R2 will affect the I
pullability of R This is true because of the change in base current in the

compensation network.

Temperature also has some effect on the slope of the R versus P curves. Most of

this effect is due to the change in beta of the transistor with temperature. A high

gain transistor will eliminate most of the temperature dependence of the pullability

AP/AR.

The general curves of R1 and R2 versus temperature required to compensate a crysta

show similar characteristics to those of curves (a) and (b) in Figure 18. This curve

is tru3 if it is assumed only NTC thermistorsare used for compensation. If both

positive and negative coefficient thermistors are used it is possible to use only R1

for the compensation element. A typical compensation curve of R using both PTC and

NTC thermistors is shown in Curve (c). Although the use of only R for compensation

greatly simplifies the compensation procedure, PTC thermistors are not available in

enough of a variety to obtain the flexibility in compensation characteristics required.

Therefore, almost all of the experiments performed on transistor compensated

oscillators was done using both R, and R2 to generate the Af/f versus temperature

characteristics. R1 essentially controls the low temperature compensation require-

ments and R2 controls the high temperature requirements. There is a certain amount

of interaction between R1 and R2 at the intermediate temperatures. Figure 19 shows an

ideal case where R1 becomes ineffective at T2 , and R2 becomes effective at T . Methods

whereby the resistance changes in R1 do not affect the compensation performed by R2

and resistance changes in R2 do not affect the compensation provided by R1 are being

investigated and will be discussed in the section on non-linear resistance networks.

Four oscillators have been compensated to varying degrees of. accuracy using the

transistor method. Figure 20 shows the circuit for the four oscillators and also gives

the uncompensated change in frequency between turning points for each oscillator.

Figure 21 gives the resulting curves for Oscillators #1 and 2. Figures 22 and 24

show the evolution of the final frequency versus temperature curve from the original
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uncompensated oscillator curve for Oscillators #3 and 4. Figures 23 and 25 show

the circuits for the R1 and R2 for each curve in Figures 22 and 24.

Oscillator #1 and 3 utilize the grounded emitter configuration and Oscillator #2

and 4 utilize the grounded base configuration. From Figures 21, 22, and 24 it is quite

apparent that the oscillators using the grounded emitter configuration were more success-

fully compensated, During the compensation procedure, it was determined that

lP/PR for the grounded base configuration was less than for the grounded emitter

configuration. Initially, networks for R and R were devised from the R and R1 2 1 2

versus P of the oscillator that would compensate for the frequency change due to

temperature. When the resulting curve was plotted from the data obtained on the

first temperature run using the initial R1 and R2 networks, the error in frequency was

plotted versus temperature. From the error curves, correction curves for R1 and R2

were then changed to incorporate the required error correcting resistance. This

procedure was done until the errors became so small that further compensation was not

feasible for the time required or until the effect of R1 and R2 were at their limits

and no more compensation could be accomplished without major circuit changes.

The crystals used in the test oscillator were not optimum with respect to the

Af between turning points. They were all that were available at the time the program

was started. Using crystals with less slope between turning points would require

less compensation and, consequently, less frequency pulling capability. This would

result in a fewer number of trial temperature runs to achieve a given frequency

stability.

The change in frequency with a change in B+ was determined experimentally as shown

in Figure 26. The average slope of the curves is approximately (0.6) PPM/volt. This

indicates that to keep the effect of supply voltage variations or frequency to less

than + 0.01 PPM; the supply voltage cannot vary more than +.0167 volts.

To compensate an oscillator to less than + 1 PPM using the transistor method will

probably involve a change in compensation techniques. The variation in C cb with

voltage for a given number of transistors will vary unless transistors are selected.

Therefore, it is hard to specify a thermistor-resistor circuit that will compensate an
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3sz..iiator to very ci i f ff- cr rras1storsa r are used. For accuraci-.::

belnw 1 PPM, m.-rethod to cornpns.ate an oscillator wouA te for each transistor to

ind ,duaily checked and cuTipaxc6 cc previuus transistors that had been used for

compensation0 In this way, transistors could be sorted into different categories

and a specific compensation network could be used for each category.

Another method that has been used to compensate an oscillator to frequency changes

less than a PPM is the AR system. In the AR system a small resistor of known value

is inserted in series with RI and R2 with a shorting switch in parallel with the AR's

When a temperature run is made on the oscillator AR1 and AR2 are shorted at each

temperature. The change in frequency for a change in R and R2 is recorded and plotli

This results in a plot of P versus temperature for a given AR1 and AR2 . When

the compensated Af/f versus temperature curve of the oscillator has been plotted, th4

error in frequency can be determined, From this the required change in R1 and R2

can be determined and the thermistor networks can be adjusted accordingly. I

rhis method has been tried and works very satisfactorily but can become rather

lengthy due to the fact that it is sometimes difficult to change the values of R and

R2 by a given amount over a limited temperature range, In some cases, circuitry wil.-

have to be added to change the resistance versus temperature curve of R1 and R2

rather than changing the values already incorporated in R1 and R2' This may result ]

in an excessive number of components if many changes are required to achieve the

required frequency accuracy.
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I45 Isolation Stage Compensati,n

The isolation stage method of compensation utilizes the same principles as the

transistor method of compensation, and the equations derived in the section of

transistor compensation are good for System B'. This method was developed during I
a search for a means of providing a "fine" compensation control for the transistor J
method. By using the transistor and isolation stage methods together, compensation can

effected much more readily. Figure 27 is a schematic of an oscillator utilizing the J
isolation stage compensation method.

The isolation stage method of compensation is most effective when the transistorl

method is used to reduce the frequency deviation of the oscillator with temperature wUh,

a standard compensation network. The error in frequency that still remains is then

corrected for by using the transistor in the isolation stage for compensation, which 11
have less effect on the frequency than the oscillator transistor. This in effect

provides a "fine" compensation adjustment where the oscillator transistor provides

a "coarse" frequency adjustment.

Figures 28 and 29 are curves of P versus R2 as a function of R3, R4 and Cc

are as shown in the schematic in Figure 27. Figures 28 and 29 illustrate the effect

of R, R2 and R upon the compensation characteristics of the isolation stage method,

To illustrate, the slope of Curve #1 in Figure 28 is equal to AP/AR2; the

difference in Af/f between Curves #1 and #2 is equal to AP/AR4 , the difference ,1

in Af/f between Curves #1 and #3 is equal to AP/ARI, The coupling capacitor,

Cc, determines the magnitude of the effect that the change in junction capacitance ol

the isolation stage transistor has on the frequency output of the oscillator. The

effect of changing Cc is shown in Figure 29. C0 is therefore a control on the

pullability that the isolation stage transistor exhibits. Data was also taken on thM

effect of changing the load on the isolation stage when it is used for compensation, 1

The effect on frequency for a reasonable change in load was not detectable. The pl7"-

of P versus R2 as a function of R, and R was made to get an order of magnitude effect

of change in frequency for a change in the various compensation resistances.
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Using the isolatioro . :, .ompensation method, an oscillator has been compensated

to a certair g,.gree as shown in Figure 30 This compensation curve was made using

crly the isolation stage transistor; the bias on the oscillator transistor was fixed.
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4,6 Binistor Compensation Method

At the present time, the binistor method of compensation has not been investigated I
very thoroughly. A number of binistors have been tested to determine if they exhibit

the required characteristics. The test oscillator configurations are shown in I
Figure 31. The results obtained are shown in Figure 32. The action of the binistor I
was not as predicted. The various currents in the circuit are shown plotted in

Figure 33, as a function of Vci (voltage from collector to injector). The current I
through the collector to injector junction was not anticipated. More binistors are

now on order, so that a more thorough investigation of their characteristics can be

made. 3
The capacitance across the collector to injector junction of the two binistors

tested appears to be too small for practical use. This is due to the fact that this :

capacitance does not have any limiting manufacturing specifications. The possibility

of obtaining either selected binistors with larger junction capacities or specially

made binistors with larger injector to collector junction areas has been discussed I
with a representative from Transitron. The feasibility of obtaining a number of

binistors on consignment for our immediate requirements was discussed, but no definite 3
answer has been received.
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4.7 Capacitor - Diode Method - Mathematical Analysis I
The mcr:,.i of compensation discussed in this section of the report utilizes a

semiconductor diode and a fixed capacitor, therefore, is referred to as the diode- 3
capacitor method of compensation. The first time that this method was tried for.

compensation, the results were quite favorable and a thorough investigation was I
initiated. Figure 34a shows the basic oscillator schmatic utilizing the diode

capacitor method of compensation. The diode D1 is a silicon diode, biased in the

forward direction and capacitor C is a fixed capacitor. At the points denoted by

(X) the d-c control circuit is connected. The d-c control network is shown in

Figure 34b. The combination of this network with D1 and Cx forms the entire com- 3
pensation circuit. In Figure 34b, Rc denotes coupling resistors, Z1 and Z2 are

temperature sensitive resistance networks, and the voltage source E is constant.

The a-c equivalent circuit of the compensation circuit is shown in Figure 35b. RD i

represents the diode DI and control network in Figure 35a. Figure 36 is a plot of

a typical voltage versus current curve for a silicon diode. As the current through 3
the diode increases, the voltage also increases in a non-linear manner. RD is the

slope of the V-I curve at any point as shown on the curve at Point (a). It is I
apparent that as the d-c current through the diode increases the a-c resistance 3
decreases, Figure 35c is the series a-c equivalent circuit of the parallel equiva-

lent circuit in Figure 35b. 3
R

(a) R = _P__

(b) = p 1 1(b) s  = p 1 W2 c 2 R 2
p P p

Equations (a) and (b) give the relationships between the series and parallel

circuits in Figure 35. Assuming that wis constant and C is constant, Figure 37

p

is a plot of normalized Rs and i/w Cs versus Rp. As Rp varies from infinity to 0,
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Rs varies from 0 to infinity. Also as Rp varies from infinity to 0, Cs varies fromi1

Cp to infinity at IRp I= I , Rs  is equal to R p/2 and C. = 2C . Therefore, the

resistance, Re placed in series with the crystal will always be less than P and the

eries capacitance C. will always be greater then Cp. If the fixed capacitance Cp

and the V-I curve for the diode are known, then the plot of C8 versus I can be

determined. This can then be used in further calculations for the required I versus

temp ratures and consequently the Z, and Z2 versus temperature required for compensa-

tion.

The following analysis was done to give an indication of the effect of RD upon

the Q of the oscillator. Figure 38a is the equivalent oscillator circuit used in this

analy is. L1 . C1, R1 and CO are constants of the crystal, RD and CD are the compen-

eatii networks and Ryi Cy and -R are the equivalent parameters looking back into the

oscillator from the crystal and compensation network terminal.

The following analysis is an attempt to find an order of magnitude effect of the

dode-capacitor method of compensation on the Q of the oscillator.

RD(1) R __ _ _ _ _ _
a RD 2 2 c 2  1

1

(2) Ca = CD (1 + W2CD2 RD2

Ry

(3) Rb a Ry2 W2 Cy2 +

1
(4) Cb Cy (1 + ____2 R___

w2Cy2 Ry2,

From equations (1) through (4), the circuit shown in Figure 38a can be reduced

to the circuit in Figure 38b. The circuit in Figure 38b can be reduced still further

to the one shown in Figure 38c by using equations (5) and (6).
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(5) Rm :Ra + Rb

Ca Cb
(6) Cm • ...

Ca + Cb

Now combining CO with Rm and Cmg the following relationships result and are

shown in Figure 38d.

W C0 WCo+ wC + Co
(7) zT 2 o ) I

R

(8) RT m

SC + 1)2 
RM 2 w2C0

2

1
R.2 C 2 CM2 + ;; (C0 t Cm)2

(9) CT ,
PN2 WC° Cm2 + Cm  + CQ

The circuit presented in Figure 38a has not been reduced to an equivalent series!

circuit as shown in Figure 38d. To continue our investigation to determine the effecT

of the diode compensation method on the Q of the circuit, assume the following para-

meters for circuit 38a.

W = 20 x 106 cps

CD = 50 x 10 "12 f

C = 50 x 10-12 fI
y

Ry = 5 x 10 3 ohm "i
Co a 5 x 10

- 12

RD = unknown value

0.2 x 103 + RD zx 10-6- +

~ 100 X 10_12  3 5R 110- 2I
SRD +2 x 103 + x 10- 8
5D x 10'U R D2 x 10-6 +1 "

If RD = infinity
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RT  = 139"

RD - 0

RT = 167

if RD = RRD is eqal to !000 1D WCD

then:

RT -qO 1

The relationshin for Qf Q , ,- in For'irt !,,.....

(10) 
Q w

R1 + RT

v The ratio of lr,.c-uit O's i,,;it.h ..i. wifhnut the corne7--- net .;, :s "":, by

Equation (ii).

(11) I
-R-i RL1  (1- + R. )  P, =Y0

Qx~1T)RD (~;+ R1.) 0Qx NR! -T RD -- K

The naximum effect of R-)i w-.nr R =Li thernlo'e, tb~~~~ .ion
wCDI

circuit Q will be when th , " .. ,.., -. .,

(12) o I. .

Therefore in this exa-.nle:

RI 900

(13) a
R I +  3r.7

The ver, maximu., val,';e " :r .. :u]3 be cb+3a- '  ". - -
' _

case, a 2 900/167 = 5.4. If 1,' is k :) 3ove or belcw t . ', tr. ,

will decrease rresondi::,

The v21u,-;, for RT ; ..... h..z. . - .

order of ,.v:.tude by c ,rr,3 . Uwr' .



|i
If:

(14) '
R + R

then: I
wL- R1 Qo wLI

(15) RT L - R1 Q "R1
Qo QT O

If it is further assumed that Co/C1  300, then: j
(16) L1 = .15 HENRIES

therefore: If
3 x 106

(17) RT  .R 10o

The following table gives values of RT for various assumed values rfJ Q an R

R -Q R 1
300 x 103 10 10

30 x 103 100 10

2.990 x 103 1000 10 f
290 Q 10000 10

299,9 x 10' 10 lOG !
29.9 x 103 i0o 100

2.9 Y 10 1000 1001

200 Q2 :0o00 100

:rom the table above it appears as if RT is too low and, consequently, the

assumed valuesfor Ryand C y in Figure 38a were probably too low, By obtaining more j
accurate values for the circuit parameters a more realistic value for RT would

probably be obtained. If RT is larger in magnitude than was indicated in the exampk-I

given, then the maximum ratio between (Q ) R = K/ (Qo) R = 0 would be less, indicae'4 n;

that the effect of the diode resistance would have very little effect on the Q of the

oscillator.
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The temperature dependent resistance network in Figure 35a acts as a current

generster for diode D, and it represents an open circuit to a-c signals. This is

toft in actual compensation circuitry because R is very large. Therefore, the diode
c

taiets d not affect the diode current. The relationships of I D to the rest

ef the cire it parameters is derived in the following analysis.

Couier the circuit in Figure 35a.
(UIs) E I(Z 2) - ID (Z2 ) R

1 (Z2 )

(20) 10 1 ... . ..
Z2 + 2 Re + C n

Z2 + 2 R RU
(21) E a Io I2 )(Zi + Z2) - ID (Z2)

(22) z, . .,.,

(l Z2  Z2

(25 n  +MI + (ZI + Z2)  Z2
Z2  /2

If R> Z>, the Rn
72 

)

(26) 10 a 4R (lZ2)Z2 + 2Rc( (2 1  Z 2 )+ 2R

I o is approximately equal to the voltage divider's output voltage, Vo, divided

by 2R. As Z2 becomes larger this relationship becomes less accurate and the exact

equation must be used. I o defines the resistance* RD. of any given diode. Therefore,

R. can be determined easily if the diode V-I characteristics are known.
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An analytical analysis of an oscillator 0ing the capacitor-diode method of j
compensation can be made quite easily if the assumption.is.made'that-the resistance

RD is negligible. Thi's assumption '1iay or may not be truei d~pendtng on .the 'exact I
component parameters used, but it simplifies calculations and gies an order-of 1

magnitude of the compensation network.

Assuming a circuit as shown in Figure 1, the following relationship Must be

known to arrive at an analytical analysis of the oscillator. Essentially, the analysis

is the same as that for the varicap method, with the exception that a current

source provides the compensation in the capacitance-diode method whereas a voltage I
source is used in the varicap method.

Af 2Co x 10
-6

(1) a - m + . . . ..
f r (CO + Cx)

(2) C2 = f (RD,C D)

C2Cc(3) C x = C+CcT =TEMPERATURE

(4)_ = f (T)
f

(5) RD f (ID, T) I
E Z2  Vo  I

(6) ID .
Z1 (Z2) + 2Rc (Z1 + Z2) 2Rc

(7) ZI  f (T)

(8) Z2 = f (T)

In an analysis of this circuit, the variation of RD with Io and temperature

must be known, the variation of.P with Cx must be known, and Cc must be known.
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With Cc known, the required value of Cs can be determined. From Cs and a given

CD, the required RD as a function of temperature can be determined. From RD the re-

quired Io can be found and from Io the required V0, Z1 and Z2 can be found if E is

known.
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4.8 Capacitor - Diode Method. F, iricaI Analysis

Using the basic principle presented in the preceding section, a number of oscillaj

tors were constructed and experimental data was obtained for the capacitor-diode method

of compensation. Figure 39 is a schematic of the first oscillator built utilizing thisl

method of compensation. Tests were conducted on the P versus V characteristics as a

function of C as shown in Figure 40. The effect of changing C is apparent from the

difference of the slope of the pullability curves in Figure 40. Thus varying Cx is an

effective method of varying the pullability of the compensation network.

Tests following this initial circuit were performed on complete compensation cir- J
cuits as shown in Figure 34. Curves of P versus R for various oscillators are shown

in Figures 41, 42 and 43. The effect of temperature on the compensation network is

also included in Graphs 41 and 42, The temperature effects on these curves is due to

changes in the diode characteristics V versus I curve with temperature. This results

in a change of RD with temperature, and consequently, a change in frequency for a giver]

diode current. The reason why some diodes are affected by temperature more than otheri

is now being investigated to determine which diodes have the least temperature coeffici

To nullify the temperature coefficient of the diodes, Cx can be a negative temperature

coefficient capacitor of the appropriate slope,

Figure 44 shows the P versus temperature curves of a capacitor-diode compensated

oscillator. Curve #1 is the first try and curve #2 is the second try. This curve

indicates the relative ease with which compensation can be obtained. The network fo I

curve #1 is given in Figure 39, Curve #2 was obtained by putting a thermistor in ti

B+ leg of the divider. These networks were obtained from the set of curves shown in

Figure 41. The method used to determine the appropriate networks was to examine the I

curves in Figure 41 and pick a suitable bias point for R2. The R versus temperature

function required to produce a compensating P versus temperature characteristics was I J

then solved for in terms of actual network elements, thermistors and resistors, Tc -
compensate for the low end, it was assumed that P versus R1 had the slope as P ve:rsus

R2 for values around R2 22K. This is not exactly true, but is an approximate solutail
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Figure 45 shows the difference betw(ri a calculated compensation and the actual

compensated oscillator fr.equency curve The calculated and actual curve were in very

good agreement considering the fact that temperature effects on the diode were not

considered in the calculations.

Figures 46, 47 and 48 are plots of the best compensation curves obtained to this

time, and the evolution of curve #4 from the original crystal curve is shown. The

circuit used for these curves was similar to the one in Figure 39, except the 1 mh

chokes were eliminated and the 68K resistors were increased to 82K.

Ii
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4.9 Diode voltage Control and Switching

The problem of generating specific voltage or resistance versus temperature I
curves has been discussed in the sections of this report on the various methods of

compensation. The problem is essentially one of making a thermistor or thermistor

network ineffective over a given temperature range and effective over the remaining J
temperature rnage. The first attempt at solving this prolem is referred to as

Diode Method a. This method uses semiconductor diodes to generate non-linear I
resistance and voltage curves with respect to temperature.

Method a:

The basic circuit for this method is shown schematically in Figure 49, where a

diode is used to generate a non-linear voltage with respect to resistance.

z!

DIODE CONTROLLED VOLTAGE DIVIDER I
Figure 49

In the above circuit, Diode D1 changes the normal output voltage, Vo, when D1

is forward biased or EZ2 ! eD + ED. As long as ED is greater than EZ2 , D1 is

reverse biased and has an impedance much greater than Z2. Therefore, D1 is essentialj ,

an open circuit.

E = supply voltage 1
Z1 = thermistor network "I

Z2 a thermistor network

Dl = diode

ED = bias voltage

Vo = output voltage

4,74
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When EZ2 tries to become more positive than ED, then Diode D1 conducts,

maintaining EZ2 = e + ED. Under these conditions Z2 can continue to change with

temperature with no change in voltage across it, Figure 50 shows some actual curves

of voltage versus R2. when the diode is in the circuit and is not in the circuit. j
If Diode D1 is reversed in polarity the circuit shown below is obtained.

11 L;

DIODE CONTROLLED VOLTAGE DIVIDER j
Figure 51

The effect of D1 in Figure 51 is exactly the opposite of the effect of D1  "

in Figure 49. EZ2 cannot become less than ED + a., but can become greater.

Another method of accomplishing diode voltage control is shown in Figure 52.

DIODE CONTROLLED VOLTAGE DIVIDER
Figure 52

As resistance increases Vo becomes greater if Diodes D1 and D2 are not present

and as resistance decreases, voltage Vo decreases if D1 and D2 are not present.

Figure 53 shows the effect of D1 and D2 on the output voltages E1 and E2. i
Figures 54 and 55 show the effect of varying Ec on the output voltage. Another

possible configuration using this same schematic is to place a diode in the Z1

leg of the circuit as shown in Figure 56.
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DIODE CONTROLLED VOLTAGE DIVIDER
Figure 56

By using various combinations of this type of voltage control, many different

Vo functions can be generated, The major use of this type of voltage control was

intended for the following specific case of TC crystal oscillator.

Assume that compensation of a crystal using the varicap method with a temperature1

curve as shown in Figure 57a is desired,--where T1 is the minimum temperature and

T3 is the maximum temperature and T2 is the lower turning point. If varicap

compensation is used, then the required Vo versus temperature curve is similar 1
to the inverted curve of Figure 57a as shown in Figure 57b. A voltage divider is to

be used to supply Vo

I
a

707

TEA4PERA TURE .

COMPENSATION CURVES

Figure 57
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To gerieate a curve such a, sLcwi :n Figure 57b, Z1 and Z2 will basically be as

shown in Figure S8b and 58c respectively,

"2 at Tl, Rtl has the most effect but as T-T 2 , Rt2 also has some effect,

6imilarly, at T3 . Rt2 is the control element but as T---T 2 , Rtl, also has some

effect. Therefore, for some AT around T2 both thermistors have effect. This

complicates and in some cases makes it almost impossible to match the required Vo

versus T curve.

To eliminate this interaction in the IT, the scheme of voltage control using

diodes can be employed as in Figure 58d,

At Tl, the equation governing VO is shown by Equation (1).

(1) V = (ED - D ) (RTa + Ra,

As the temperature increases and temperature T2 is reached, D1 cuts off and Da

is made to conduct. Above T2 Equation (2) describes the output voltage, Vo .

R ~NO'11: \
(2)V a Ra )Ri ()Vo = % '  2 R + (EDa - ema + -,R P 2+'R , - -Ri I

As can be seen by inspection of Equations (1) and (2)only one variable exists in

each equation if the change in eD is considered negligible. In Equation (1), Eta

is the only variable and in Equation (2) Rx or RTI is the only variable This

eliminates the matter of the considering the effects of both transistors over a

Equation (3) is the equation that dcscribcs V in the absence of D1 and D2'

E (RTa + R a )(3) (Rx+RTa +R2* Ra )

14, 81
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This method of voltage control can also be used in the diode capacitor method of

compensation° Aiso the transistor method of compensation can utilize this method to

eliminate the effect of a thermistor in Z1 and Z2 at a given temperature.

The circuit described above can also be considered as a non-linear resistance

generator. Assume a circuit as shown in Figure 59.

-'0-

NON-LINEAR RESISTANCE GENERATOR
Figure 59

Diode D1 has no effect upon the circuit as long as eD is negative or zero. The

equation for R is in this case Ein/Iin z Rin a (RTIR 2). If eD is positive or

zero, the equation for Rin becomes the followingtEin/Iin = R2 + (EE - eD)/Iin. This

term for input resistance no longer contains Rl, and it is therefore effectively

out of the circuit when the above conditions are satisfied. This non-linear

resistance circuit is useful in the transistor method of compensation.

The second method, Diode Method b, of generating a non-linear voltage function

utilizes a zener voltage-regulating diode. Essentially, Method b is the same as

is needed. This is due to that fact that a zener diode conducts at a given reverse

bias, E. changing its impedance from a very large value to a very low value. Zener

diodes can be used to generate almost the same voltage functions as a diode and

battery.
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Assume a voltage divider as shown in Figure 58a, 58b, 58c, where Z, and Z2

are thermistor-resistor networks. Using NTC thermistors, Z1 and Z2 , always decrease

in magnitude as temperature increases. Also assume that a V0 versus temperature curvel

must be generated as shown below.

I

I I I
VOLTAGE Vs TEMPERATURE CURVE

Figure 60

At Tl, the change in V. is almost entirely determined by RT2, but RT2 and RTI both

have effect at T2. Therefore, RTalso determines the change in V0.

Thus for temperatures around TO, Vo is dependent on both RT1 and RT2 " By using f
zener diodes the impedance of V on RTI can be limited to a given temperature range

and the dependence of Vo on RT2 can be limited to another temperature range.

Limiting the range of effect of RT2 can be accomplished by the following circuit.-A

ZENER DIODE CONTROLLED
VOLTAGE DIVIDER

Figure 61
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Various methods of using the zener diode to control voltage can be devised.

Figures 62, 63, and 64 show the results of generating a non-linear voltage output

using sever diodes.

The seor diode method has the advantage that only one voltage source is required,

but has certain characteristics that may or may not be disadvantageous. One

Onecteristic that the sener diode is voltage polarity dependent and another is that

saner diode has a discrete break-over voltage. If different voltages are required

different soner diodes must be used. Also, zener diodes may only be used to limit

positive goin voltages.

The curves in Figure 65 illustrate the effect of senor diode on a compensated

oscillator using the capacitor-dLode method of compensation. Curves #1 and 02 in

Figure 65 are affected very slightly by the senor diode, but the effect of the

dotted curve shoes the actual frequency versus temperature chaaeteristics of the

oscillator using a supply voltage between 15 and 15,5 volts.

4.85
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4,0 Oscillator Aging Tests I
In order to determine the aging with time of compensates ocillators, an aging

test program has been initiated. As new compensation methods are tried, oscillators

incorporating these methods are placed on aging runs. At the present time, five

oscillators are being aged. Three of the five use the transistor method of compensation,

one uses the varicap method of compensation, and the other oscillator uses the diode-

capacitor method.

The first oscillator to be placed on aging runs used the transistor method of

compensation. Figure 66 shows the aging curves for two of the oscillators, t
Oscillators #1 and #3 whose frequency versus temperature curves are shown in

Figures 21 and 22. The other two oscillator aging curves . Oscillators #2 and #4 were4

not plotted because their frequency varied with room temperature to such an extent -I

that the aging characteristics were not apparent. Oscillator #4 has since been

taken off of the aging test.

The next oscillator to be put on aging was one using the varicap method of

compensation. Its aging characteristics are shown in Figure 66, Curve #3. The fre-

quency vs temperature characteristics are shown in Figure 13,

The most recent oscillator to be included in the aging test was one using

the capacitor-diode method of compensation, Its aging characteristics are shown I
.

in Figure 66, Curve #4o The frequency versus temperature curve for this oscillator

is shown in Figure 47, Curve #4, T

4,90
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4.11 Temperature Sensitive and Special Reactive Components

During the visit made during August by Mr. Layden and Mr. Schodowski the

possibility of using temperature sensitive components with characteristics that could

be used for compensation was discussed. An investigation has been initiated to j
determine if such components could be obtained. Figure 67 shows the capacitance and

inductive reactance changes required for compensation of a typical AT cut crystal. I
TC capacitors with temperature characteristics that change slope can be obtained,

but none have been found that are commercially available that are of the right

magnitude and turning point. Further inquiries into obtaining special capacitors with

the appropriate TC are being made. This will probably involve the necessity of having

special dielectric compounds made to obtain the correct TC and capacitance. Coils 1
with the appropriate TC have not been found. Further investigation into the temperature -

characteristics is being made in an effort to find a suitable material.

An inductor that is not temperature sensitive, but is current controlled is

made by the Vari-L Company, Inc. This type of component could be used for temperature

compensation of crystal oscillators by providing an appropriate temperature controlled .

current. The characteristics that this device has does not make it too practical "i

for temperature compensation. The required control current for the variable inductor

ranges from 0 to more than 20 ma; there is a hysterisis effect of roughly 5%, and it is

relatively large in size and weight. The manufacturer of this device is being

contacted to determine the best unit, if any, to use for compensation purposes.

_4\t

•40 -to 70
TEMPERATURE

COMPENSATION REACTANCE Vs TEMPERATURE
Figure 67
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4.12 Thermal Studies

Due to the nature of temperature compensated oscillators, they are subjected to

the ambient temperature changes. If the ambient temperature changes rapidly, it is

very likely that the crystal and temperature sensitive network will not change temper-

atures at the same rate due to the difference in the thermal time constant. Where

rates of change of temperature are fast enough to cause a temperature difference

between the crystal and compensating network, means have to be provided to obtain

a thermal delay to the components so that the rate of change seen by the components

will never exceed the various component thermal time constants. This in effect requires

a thermal integrator. The electrical analog of thermal integrator is shown in Figure

68a, In Figure 68a, assume that T1 = T2 or that the switch S1 is open. At some time

to the switch is closed which is analogus to setting TI>T2 by a specified amount.

RI, R2, and R3 is the thermal resistance of each material. C1 , C2, and C3 represent

the thermal stage properties of each material. At some time t1 after to, C3 is at the

same potential as V0 . Conversely at some time t1 after to, T2 has changed to the

value TI.

Using the analogy presented above, the problem of obtaining an appropriately

long thermal time constant for the heat sink becomes electrical rather than mechanica

As can be seen from the simple analogy presented above, the larger R, and R2

are made, the larger the time constant.

Another problem exists in the actual design of a heat sink that was not mentio-

previously. In considering a three-dimensional heat sink, the problem of thermal

gradients or temperature difference between any two points in space must be con-

sidered. Figure 68 (b and c) illustrates the three dimensional electrical and

physical analog of a heat sink, Assuming that each of the six surfaces of the heat

sink may be at different temperatures, then thermal gradients may also exist at the

interior of the heat sink. Therefore, some means must be provided to eliminate the

possibility of thermal gradients. This can be accomplished by making material #1

an insulator and material #2 a conductor, The electrical analogy is shown in Figure

68d for one dimension with normalized values of R and C.

4,93
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The R for an insulator will be greater than RL or the internal component thermal

resistance. For a thermal conductor, the R may be quite a bit less than RL. The

C or energy storage of an insulator will be less than CL and the C of a metal will

be greater than CL. Also the thermal coupling impedance, R12, R23, etc., will be

very much greater for an insulator than for a metal.

By using the basic principles presented previously it can be seen that an ideal

heat sink would consist of an infinite number of layers of thermal conductors and

insulators. In practice, the number of layers will be limited by practical considera-

tions such as weight and volume.

The results of the initial experiments that were made are presented in Figures

69 and 70. At the present time, a mathematical analysis is being considered,

such as mountlng, weight, volume, method of mounting the crystal and compensation

network, and si plicity of fabriaction.

4
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I
4.13 Voltage Regulators

During the first month of this contract, a short study of voltage regulators I
was made. The voltage regulation of the B + voltage on an oscillator is very impor-

tant as can be seen from Figure 26, where the approximate slope of the AF versus
F

V curve is 0.7 P . Therefore, if the B + line voltage is not held nearly constant,
volt 5t

an appreciable change in frequency will be observed for a change in the B + voltage.

Also, the compensation methods that use voltage dividers are very sensitive to changes 1

in input voltage. I
A number of voltage regulators were investigated with varying degrees of success,

two of the better voltage regulators that were tried and tested appear in Figure 71.

Figures 72 and 73 show the characteristics of the voltage regulator shown in Figure 71b.

The regulator in Figure 71a was very similar to the one in Figure 71b, but was not quilj

as efficient. The variation in output voltage with a variation in input voltage was t

approximately 10 mv for a change of Vin from 22 to 30 volts.
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I
4.14 Component Data

A survey of the available components that will be used in compensated oscillators

has been initiated. The reason for this is that if compensation is to be achieved

with a minimum amount of effort, then the component parameters must be known very

closely and cannot change under environmental conditions or with time. The following

table lists some of the manufacturer's data obtained for various components. The

components listed exhibit the best that were found from the data available. Further

investigation will proceed as it is deterwined what components and parameters will be

the most critical. 1

I

i

4.102
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5,l Conclusions i
Progress has been made in determining the characteristics of the different typE

of compensation techniques. The results so far indicate that additional temperature

compensation techniques of quartz crystal oscillators can be devised. I
At this time, it is difficult to say which method of compensation will yield t 7

best results. The mathematical analysis of the various types of compensation

indicates that all methods can be used to temperature compensate an oscillator. TheJ

best compensation obtained has been with the capacitor diode method over the

temperature range of SaC to +600C.

The effects of component aging have not been investigated sufficiently to "

arrive at a conclusion as to the total effect that any component parameter change wil1

have on a given compensation technique. j
Aging data on compensated oscillators has not been obtained on a sufficient

number or for a sufficient length of time to draw definite conclusions. From the

data obtained thus far, it appears that the transistor and capacitor diode method

of compensation have very little aging effects. The varicap compensated oscillatorI I

has aged considerably more than the other two types, but the reason for this is not,

known as yet.
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6.1 Personnel Associated with the Project

The following Engineering personnel have engaged in various activities in

conjunction with the project during the report period.

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Dr. Darrell E6 Newell, Ph.D Approximate hours: 110

EDUCATION:

ISEE, Iowa State University, 1952
NSEE, State University of Iowa, 1956
Ph.D. in EE, State University of Iowa, 1958

EXPERIENCE:

June 1961 to present
Dr. Newell is the Senior Engineer in charge of research, design
and developmest of prodcts within the Advanced Electronics Group.
Representative projects clude; development of now techniques
in cryogenic liquid level easaurement and flow measurement for
missile and space applications, preliminary development of complete
propellant management system for Saturn II vehicle, development
of new techniques for tempeature compensation of crystal
oscillators, development of a new crystal type cryogenic thermo-
meter and other internal sponsored development projects directed
towards advance applications in space and missile technology.

June 1959 to May 1961
14Asociate Professor in the Research Section of the Electrical
Engineering Department at the State University of Iowa. Some
of the projects under his jurisdiction included:

1. Study of temperature compensation circuitry for
quartz crystal oscillators.

2. Investigation of the short-term instability of
regenerated dividers.

3. Investigation of mechanical refrigerator suitable
for cooling quartz crystals.

4. Investigation of Parametric Amplification,
Oscillationg Miltiplication and Conversion.

5. Nuclear Gryoscope Project.

1952 to 1959
Dr. Newell was employed by Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
During this period when academic endeavors were pressing he was
employed as a consultant and the remaining time as a Research Engineer
in charge of such projects as propagation, excitation and function
generator control problems.

1949 to 1952
Transmission Engineer for WOI-AM-FM-TV
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I

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS:

1. Member and Officer of Institute of Radio Engineers
2. Registered Professional Engineer of Iowa
3. Member of Iowa Academy of- Science I
4. Maintains First Class Radio - Television Commercial License

PATENTS:

1, Switching Circuitry I
2. Automatic Frequency Control
3. Frequency Stabilizing Networks . I

PUBLICATIONS:

1. "Research Modulation" published by Collins Radio Company I
2. "An Investigation of Noise and Function Generators" published

by Collins Radio Company

I
I
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PROJECT ENGINEERs Richard H. Bangert Approximate hours: 445

EDUCATION:

AA, Keokuk Comunity College, 1958
BSEE, State University of Iowa, 1961
Graduate work towards MSEE, State University of Iowa

EXPERIENCE:

August 1961 to present
Mr. Bangert is the Project Engineer in charge of the Frequency Synthesis
and Control Group. Projects under his direct supervision include:

1. Phase-locked Frequency Dividers
2. Temperature Compensated Oscillators
3. Miniature Oscillators
*. Frequency Standards

5. 50 Mega-cycle Phase-locked Loop System
6. Ultra-stable Telemetering Oscillators
7. Research Study for Signal Corps Temperature

Compensated Quartz Crystal Oscillator

February 1960 to August 1961
Mr. Bangert worked as a graduate assistant in the Electrical Engineering
Department at the State University of Iowa. Projects included;
temperature compensation of quartz crystal oscillator, circuitry
design for temperature compensation of quartz crystal oscillators,
designed computer program for IBM 7070 to find a means of
synthesizing temperature compensation networks.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS:

Member of Institute of Radio Engineers

PATENTS:

3 pending-Temperature Compensation of Quartz Crystal Oscillators

TECHNICIANS - Approximate hours: 580

6.3
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